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may themselves become new fundaments which are, in turn,
related to one another. Indeed, there is no end to the applica-
tion of the law.
The principle of eduction of correlates is that "the pre-
senting of any character together with any relation tends to
evoke immediately a knowing of the correlative character."
This second law of mental activity is complementary to the
first, and is equally fundamental; again, we may say that our
minds are made so that they must obey it. We may illustrate
it by rearranging the above example: if the fundament
'blackness' and the relation 'opposite' are presented to us the
correlate 'whiteness' is immediately educed.
We see the joint working of the laws in the * analogies' test.
"Moon is to earth as earth is to —	?" What does the mind
do in producing 'sun* to fill the blank? It finds the relation
'satellite' between 'moon' and 'earth* by means of the first
principle; then it goes with this relation to the character
'earth' and produces the correlative character 'sun9 in virtue
of the second.
These laws, then, indicate the lines on which the mind is
active, and they apply to all the levels of thinking. When we
considered perceptual thinking we saw that a 'sensation* is
a hypostatization, since it is merely the name given to the
psychical object which inevitably provokes the thought.
When a sensation is before the mind, the mind, by its very
nature, sets about its business of finding relations and correlates
and, by so doing, contributes meaning to the sensation. The
meaning given depends on the fundaments and relations with
which the mind is already stored; thus different people will
give various meanings to the same sensory stimulus. Referring
to the diagram on p. 202, we see that the mind that inter-
prets it as a folded sheet of paper with the crease turned inward
is either evoking a relation of likeness between the sensation
and such a concept, or, taking the presented sensation and the
relation of likeness, is finding a concept that will serve as a
correlate. We cannot realize too clearly that meaning comes
from the mind itself, and that it is not inherent in the object
that is perceived. We can read bad writing so long as we
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